Mutational and expression analysis of CDK1, cyclinA2 and cyclinB1 in epilepsy-associated glioneuronal lesions.
Gangliogliomas and focal cortical dysplasias (FCDs) constitute glioneuronal lesions, which are frequently encountered in biopsy specimens of patients with pharmacoresistant focal epilepsy and relate to impaired differentiation and migration of neural precursors. However, their molecular pathogenesis and relationship are still largely enigmatic. Recent data suggest several components of the insulin-pathway, including TSC1 and TSC2 mutated in tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC), to be altered in gangliogliomas and FCD with Taylor type balloon cells (FCD(IIb)). The proteins tuberin (TSC2) and hamartin (TSC1) constitute a tumour suppressor mechanism involved in cell-cycle control. Hamartin and/or tuberin were reported to colocalize and/or interact with CDK1, cyclinB1 and cyclinA2 that are critically involved in cell-size and cell-growth control. Here, we have carried out mutational and expression analyses of CDK1, cyclinB1 and cyclinA2 in gangliogliomas and FCD(IIb). Mutational screening was performed by single-strand conformation polymorphism analysis in gangliogliomas (n = 20), FCD(IIb) (n = 35) and controls. CyclinB1 revealed a polymorphism (G to A, cDNA Position 966, GenBank: NM_031966) in exon 7 with similar frequencies in FCD(IIb), gangliogliomas and control specimens (FCD n = 9/35; gangliogliomas n = 5/20; control n = 20/100). We used real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction to determine expression levels of CDK1, cyclinB1 and cyclinA2 in 10 FCD(IIb) and nine gangliogliomas compared with unaffected adjacent control tissue of the same patients. We observed significantly lower expression of CDK1 and cyclinA2 in FCD(IIb) vs. controls whereas no significant expression differences were present for CDK1, cyclinB1 and cyclinA2 in gangliogliomas. Our data strongly argue against mutational events of CDK1, cyclinB1 and cyclinA2 to play a role in gangliogliomas or FCD(IIb). However, a potential functional significance of lower expression for the cell-size and cell-cycle regulators CDK1 and cyclinA2 in FCD(IIb) composed of large dysplastic neurones and balloon cells needs to be further resolved.